
 

Dark Souls Easy Mode Mod

apk epic souls downloadable from the eather store [modded versions
are in progress] so modded is a game of collecting souls, much like

typical souls games. there are various different types of souls (special
souls, mid-grade souls, etc) and in-game items. when the player uses

these in-game items, it will consume a soul. each soul type has a
certain strength, so strong souls are better, but too powerful, they can
make the whole game difficult. how much can be collected? i dunno.
a max of 40. there's a town by the name of eath and there are portals
to other dimensions there are four souls, and each lasts for four days,
so the cycles are: day 1 - day 2 - day 3 - day 4 there are three types of

souls (weak, mid, and strong), and the weaker ones last until the
stronger ones finish. the game is relatively hard, but there is an easy
mode which has about 3 times less souls and items. it has the same

rules, but the souls are of different types so when you are weak, you
get strong souls. there are no special bosses, no magic, no items.

getting stronger should be a linear progression. once you reach the
last part of the game, it's harder to go further. you cannot "repair" or
purchase new equipment, so you are kind of forced to continue. yes,
in the end it will be a major apocalyptic event, with the earth in the

middle of it's last days. you can choose a side and side with your
friends. you can go as a duo or a party of three. the final boss will be

quite difficult and quite messy. the player will have to work with
other people, you can control several characters on one screen at

once, and it's a pretty good feeling of teamwork. after completing the
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game, you have the ability to change the ending, through changing the
amount of souls you have at the end of the game. you can even

change the ending multiple times by saving the game. the ending you
see is not the actual end. it's a way of showing you what you did to

choose your ending. you can see your ending: you can also see all the
different endings that were made by other people. there's about 50 of

them now, and you can try
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3 Dec 2021 - This mod will make the game easier for those who want to enjoy the atmosphere of the game without getting their
asses kicked. We have: 1) The ability to disable/enable auto-hunt (setting in pawno) . 2) Ability to disable/enable auto-hunt on
you (setting in pawno) 3) Ability to limit your hunting radius (setting in pawno) 4) Ability to enable/disable auto-hunt on you.
To activate/deactivate the mod, go to the settings menu in pawno and select the appropriate item (no highlighting required) . The
mod will be on all the time unless you set it up yourself. fffad4f19a
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